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hen Micromega relaunched in the UK I

immediately teiephone Absolute Sounds

and requested a review sample of one of

the new players. I was pleasantly surprised

to be asked if I would orefer to receive all

three so that I could write a comparative review of the range

instead, detailing the progress as one moved from the least

expensive unit up through the ranks. lt sounded a fascinating
proposition and I readily agreed.

The first player in the new line-up is the 1799 CD10, which

looks to be outwardly identical - bar a couple of tiny details

- to the more expensive CD2O and CD30. All that gives the

game away about the identity of any of these players are the

small model designations printed on the top of the fascia, which

were a very discreet grey on the silver review samples, and the

display panel, which briefly f lashes up the model number when

the player is powered up.
Having learned from past mistakes, Micromega has elected

to use mass-produced DVD mechanisms for these players -

either the Sony KHM313 or the Sanyo SFH850 device - in the
quest for the long-term reliability and consistent performance

that rigorous quality control associated with high volume

oroduction items oromises.
The mechanisms are controlled by the Philips SM7824

chip and proprietary Micromega code featuring what are

described as particularly efficient error correction algorithms

specifically designed for audio reproduction.

lf you happen to be as impatient as I am with contemporary

electronics - i.e. an instantaneous response is just about fast

enough to satisfy - one facility that is worth exploring is setting

the speed at which the drawer mechanism operates. To effect

a change hold the Play and Previous button while switching

the machine on; then select fast, medium or deathly slow by
pressing the lVext, Mode or Standby buttons; then save your

preferred setting by pressing Dlsc. That Dlsc button, if held while

a CD is playing, wil l also extinguish the display if you find these

things as distracting as I do. I guess I am old-fashioned but

-
I found this multi-function button approach

rather confusing. I expect a button marked

Dlsc simply to permit access to the disc,

strangely enough, regardless of how long it is

held or how many times it is pushed or what

the machine happens to be doing at the

time. And a button that controls the display

really ought to be labelled Display to my way

of thinking, I also found it unusual to have to
press P/ay to cancel fast fonryarding though

a track. In truth, though, how many times

would the typical user need these secondary

functions?

While there is little externally to
difforontiatc the nlavers the internal
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differences are seemingly minor, too, centring

upon the sophistication and configuration of

the power supplies and, in the case of the

CD30, the DAC Sample Rate Conversion.

Only in this player does the ADl853 have

its native sampling frequency ramped up to

132.3 kNz and its 16-bit resolution increased

to 24-bits. This unusual sampling rate is

simply 44.1 kHz multiplied by 3. Such integer

up-sampling does away with the need for

troublesome multiple clocks and processor-

draining floating point calculations involving

the rounding errors that are inevitable when
you try for example, to up-sample 44.1kNz

to 96kHz or 192kNz.
As one moves up through the player

range, the power supplies become

increasingly sophisticated. The least

expensive player, the t799 CDl0, for

example, uses a linear supply based on an

R-Core mains transformer, whose narrow

bandwidth was felt to be better suited to
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